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Pizza Display/Holding Cabinet
With Simplex Humidity System

        #5550PZ Pizza Humidi8ed Merchandiser

diameter. Shelf bracing in the rotating welded 
rack takes pizza pans as small as 12” (30 
cm). The unit features lift-out glass for easy 
cleaning. 4” (10 cm) NSF legs are included. 
Twin water pans easily removed for cleaning. 

221/4”D x 221/4”W x 331/4”H. Capacity 4 - 20” 
pizza pans. 

 
#5550PZD Double door version of the 

cafeteria serving lines or any location.

#17746 Pretzel & Pizza Combo Rack

20” rack with the 5550

Combo Pizza Oven Warmer  
and Display Merchandiser

        #5551PZ Pizza Merchandiser  
with Simplex Humidity System

Increase sales with hot, ready-to-serve 
pizzas. The holding cabinet provides 
adequate moisture to keep your pizzas fresh 
and can store up to four pizzas that are 14” 
max diameter. A revolving display rack is 

 

 
#5551PZD Double Door Unit

#5551PZL Lighted Sign Unit (965 watts)

#17694 Pretzel & Pizza Combo Rack

16” rack with the 5551

Pizza Display/Holding Cabinet
With Simplex Humidity System

        #5552PZ Combo Pizza Warmer and 
Humidi8ed Merchandiser Cabinet! 

Creating the most appealing pizza to 
last throughout the sales, takes the right 
temperature, air movement and moisture. 
The combo oven and holding cabinet helps 
you cook and store your pizzas to create the 
ideal product. Store up to 4 pizzas that are 
14” max in diameter on the rotating rack. Also 
included are an adjustable timer, capped tube 
thermometer and reinforced stringers across 

 

        #5554 Oven

Includes one cooking stone 
& two aluminum shelves. Six 
different vertical positions for 
stone. Great for other items 
like sandwiches, calzones, etc. 
Features electronic control for 
temperature and time settings. 
Multiple ovens can be stacked. 
1400 watts 11.7 amps.  271/2” 
W x 201/2” D x 14” H (70 x 52 x 

Gold Medal Products is proud to be associated with the agencies noted to the right.  
Not all equipment is listed with all agencies. Please call 1-800-543-0862 to  

request the agency approvals for any speci8c model.

        #5888 Warming Cabinet
1/2 1/2  

(45 x 45 x 90 cm)

For Pizza and other items. 
Attractive cabinet with “Fresh 
and Hot” graphics, great for a 
variety of food items. Shelves are 

Warming Cabinet

Bake-it-All Oven

         #5651 Pizza Paddle

Serve your pizzas with ease.

Pizza Paddle

      #5551FR Flat Rack 
Humidi8ed Cabinet

similar to 5 motor and 7at 
shelved rack.

Flat Rack Humidi8ed
Cabinet
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